
Henna-based product for eyebrow tinting. Tints 
both skin and hairs. A powdery tinting effect lasts 

Henna provides beneficial properties: it strengthens 
eyebrow hairs and stimulates their growth.
MAYAMY Brow Henna palette includes 4 most popular 
colors of henna that you may use either separately or for 
creating new tones.

LIGHT BROWN
Light brown henna has a warm color base which is perfect for 
fair-haired and those with golden blonde, caramel, light red hair. It 
flawlessly tints even extra light eyebrows and vellus hair, providing 
soft and natural effect. To get more intense shade, add 30%
of brown color to this one.

CLASSIC BROWN
Classic brown henna has a warm color base which is perfect for 
dark-blonde hair. It is smoothly applied on the skin without darkening 
the hairs. To get more intense shade, add 20% of dark brown color to 
this one.

DARK BROWN
Dark brown henna has a cold color base and provides a dark 
chocolate shade. It is perfect for medium brown, brown and dark hair.

DEEP BLACK
Deep black henna has the coldest color base in our palette. It 
provides an intense dark grey shade. It is used for darkening the other 
henna colors and for getting a colder shade.

SKIN SENSITIVITY TEST:
In rare cases Brow Henna may cause an allergic reaction. To reduce 
the risk, perform a sensitivity test 24-48 hours prior to the 
procedure. It is necessary to check the potential hypersensitivity to 
the components before tinting, even though your client has already 
used this product. Mix a small amount of MAYAMY Brow Henna with 
Brow Henna mineral aqua MAYAMY according to the instructions. 
Apply the mixture to the inside of the elbow or behind the ear. Let it 
dry and wash it off with water in 30 minutes. In case of itching, 
irritation, swelling or redness during the exposure time or within 
24-48 hours, the use of the product is prohibited. 
Sensitivity test is an important precaution. However, keep it in mind 
that even after the testing the client may experience an allergic 
reaction. «No» reaction during the sensitivity test does not 
guarantee that an allergic reaction will not occur while performing 
the subsequent procedures. Please, warn the client about the 
necessity to consult a doctor if there is any doubt about a potential 
allergic reaction to the components.

      CAUTION:
• For professional use only.
• Do not use this product for eyelash tinting.
• This product can cause severe allergic reactions.
• Run a sensitivity test before the procedure.
  In case of allergic reaction, consult a doctor.
• Avoid contact with eyes. Rinse eyes immediately if product comes
  into contact with them. If needed, consult a doctor.
• Temporary «black henna» tattoos may increase the risk of allergy.
• Eyebrows shall not be coloured if the consumer:

- has a rash on the face or sensitive, irritated and damaged scalp;
- has experienced any reaction after colouring hair or eyelashes;
- has experienced a reaction to a temporary «black henna»
   tattoo in the past.

• This product is not intended for use on persons under the age of 16.
• Contains phenylenediamines. 
• Wear suitable gloves.
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Do not use after the expiry date.
• For intended use only.
• For external use only.
• Read and follow instructions.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Preparing the eyebrows for tinting:
Cleanse the eyebrow area, using an oil-free makeup remover. Apply a 
small amount of Brow Henna eyebrow scrub MAYAMY coffee & milk 
to the eyebrows and gently massage them with circular motions for 
30 seconds. Thoroughly wash it off with water. Then apply Brow 
Henna eyebrow shampoo MAYAMY. Wash it off with water. Degrease 
the eyebrow area, using Brow Henna Saline Solution MAYAMY.

Preparation of henna mixture:
Take a henna capsule with dry hands and open it with twisting 
motion, holding it horizontally. Pour the required amount of henna in 
a non-metallic tare. One capsule is enough to carry out 2-3 
procedures. Close the capsule tightly. Add several drops of Brow 
Henna mineral aqua MAYAMY to henna.

Mix well until homogeneous consistency. Add more henna or mineral 
aqua if needed.

Eyebrow tinting:
Apply Brow Henna eyebrow zone gel MAYAMY or Brow Henna white 
eyebrow paste MAYAMY to the area around the eyebrows, avoiding 
zones you are going to tint. Apply an even layer of henna so it tints 
both skin and hairs. When the first layer has dried, apply the second 
one. If needed, apply the third layer after the previous one has dried. 
It is recommended to apply three layers of henna to achieve more 
intense color and long-term result.

Removal of henna:
When all the layers of henna have dried, gently remove it with a wet 
cotton pad. Then apply Brow Henna eyebrow conditioner MAYAMY 
to the eyebrows and gently massage them with circular motions for 
several seconds. Wash it off with a wet cotton pad. At the end of the 
procedure, apply Brow Henna fixative lotion MAYAMY to the dry 
eyebrows. Do not wash it off. The result of tinting depends on skin 
type, color type and individual features of the organism.

DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT IN CASE OF:
• Intolerance or hypersensitivity to the components.
• Breach of skin integrity, rash of any nature in the eyebrow area.
• Exacerbation of skin diseases in the eyebrow area.

IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Before you begin, protect your clothes and work surface to prevent 

having henna stains.
• Have your hands dry when working with henna capsules.
• Use the henna mixture immediately, do not store it.
• Eyebrow shape correction should be carried out after the tinting 

procedure. If the correction was made right before the tinting 
procedure, postpone it for 24-72 hours.

• In case you accidentally tinted skin with henna, apply a small 
amount of Removal composition for brow henna MAYAMY, using a 
microbrush or a cotton swab, and gently wipe the needed area. 
Repeat if necessary. Wash off the product residues with water.

POSTPROCEDURE CARE:
• It is recommended to avoid contact with water for 24 hours after 

the procedure.
• Avoid aggressive cosmetic treatment (scrubs, peels, 

alcohol-containing products) and steam (baths and saunas).
• Do not use lotions, toners and creams in the eyebrow area.

STORAGE CONDITIONS: 
Store at a temperature from +5 °C to +25 °C in dry place away from 
heat and direct sunlight.

EU RESPONSIBLE PERSON NAME AND ADDRESS:
KHUS S.R.O., Pod Habrovou 445/3, Hlubočepy, 152 00 Praha 5, 
Prague, Czech Republic, e-mail: info@khuscosmetics.com, 
www.mayamypro.com

MANUFACTURER: 
Innovator Cosmetics LLC, 127273, Russia, Moscow, 5A Berezovaya 
Alleya St., bld. 1-3, off. 81-95, 
tel.: +7 (495) 777 10 14
e-mail: info@incosmetix.com
www.incosmetix.com

MADE IN RUSSIA

1 capsule 
8-10 drops

1/2 of capsule 
5-6 drops

1/3 of capsule 
3-4 drops

Let the mixture steep for 10 minutes. 
It is recommended to heat it on the water bath.

1. Brow Henna mineral aqua MAYAMY, 30 ml

2. Brow Henna eyebrow shampoo MAYAMY, 30 ml

3. Brow Henna eyebrow conditioner MAYAMY, 30 ml

4. Brow Henna fixative lotion MAYAMY, 30 ml

5. Removal composition for brow henna MAYAMY, 30 ml 

6. Brow Henna saline solution MAYAMY, 30 ml 

7. Brow Henna white eyebrow paste MAYAMY, 15 g

8. Brow Henna eyebrow zone gel MAYAMY, 10 g

9. Brow Henna eyebrow scrub MAYAMY coffee&milk, 30 g
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